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Appoint your representatives!
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- Masato Yamashita, Japan
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Past Chairperson
- Elio Ciralli, Italy

Chairperson
- Esteban Biondi, Argentina

Secretary
- Simone Lanzalone, Italy

29 Members
20 Countries represented

THANKS TO THE WHOLE TEAM FOR THEIR COMMITMENT!
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RecCom 68th – Amsterdam, The Netherlands – 20th November 2016

RecCom meeting during ‘METS’ and ‘ICOMIA World Marinas Conference 2016:
- Importance of RNI for waterfront developments
- Joint meeting ICOMIA IMG – RecCom: stronger relationship on reports, MEDA, MDTP
- Meeting with GMI for drafting basis of a «RNI Educational Network»
RecCom 68th – Civitavecchia, Italy - 7th-8th April 2017

Statutory meeting on 7th in Forte Michelangelo (hosted by Italian Coast Guard)
- Introduction of new chairmanship of the RecCom
- Simplification of MEDA application
- Role of YPs in PIANC Working Groups
- New WG topics in cooperation with ICOMIA
RecCom last meetings

RecCom 68th – Civitavecchia, Italy - 7th-8th April 2017

Technical visits on 8th (hosted by Italian Coast Guard and Marina di Santa Marinella)
- Sailing with an patrol boat of the Italian Coast Guard
- New basin for mega-yachts in Port of Civitavecchia
- Marina Riva di Traiano
- Marina Santa Marinella

Forte Michelangelo and the new basin for Mega Yachts

The sailing route
RecCom last meetings

RecCom 68th – Civitavecchia, Italy - 7th-8th April 2017

Technical visits on 8th (hosted by Italian Coast Guard and Marina di Santa Marinella)
- Sailing with an patrol boat of the Italian Coast Guard
- New basin for mega-yachts in Port of Civitavecchia
- Marina Riva di Traiano
- Marina Santa Marinella
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RecCom last meetings

RecCom 68th – Civitavecchia, Italy - 7th-8th April 2017

Technical visits on 8th (hosted by Italian Coast Guard and Marina di Santa Marinella)

Marina di Riva di Traiano

Marina di Santa Marinella
PIANC RecCom Working Groups

PUBLISHED IN 2016 – PIANC BEST SELLERS

RecCom n° 149/part I and RecCom n° 149/part II

Guidelines for Marina Design
CP Elio Ciralli, ITA
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Working Groups

- **RecCom, ICOMIA WG 202:**
  Influence of Recreational Navigation Infrastructures (RNI) on Waterfront Projects – CP TBA

- **RecCom, MarCom, InCom, EnviCom (s) WG182:**
  Underwater Acoustic Imaging of Waterborne Transport Infrastructure - CP Mr Terence Brown, USA

- **RecCom WG183:**
  Innovative Products and Technologies in Marina - CP Prof Heiner Haas, DE

- **RecCom WG177:**
  Marina Excellence Design 10 years of the “Jack Nichol” Award MEDA - CP Mr R. Nathan, USA

- **RecCom WG 169:**
  Fire System Detection And Controls In Marinas - CP Mr E. Rinaldi, ITA

- **RecCom WG 168:**
  Single Point Yacht Mooring Design - CP Mr C. Fassardi, ARG

- **RecCom WG 149:**
  Guidelines for Marina Design - CP Mr E. Ciralli ITA

- **RecCom, MarCom WG 147:**
  Guidelines for Management of Recreational Navigation Activities within Fishing and Commercial Ports - CP Mr E. Ciralli ITA

- **RecCom, EnviCom WG 148:**
  Recommendations for environmentally sustainable Recreational Navigation Infrastructures – CPs Mr I. Berenguer ESP, Mr E. Biondi ARG, Mr Ciralli ITA

- **Appoint your representatives!**
Recognize excellence in design under functionality, aesthetics, environmental sustainability points of view. (PIANC R&R part 18)

2012 – Porto Deportivo de Combarro, Spain
2013 – Marina di Rodi Garganico, Italy
2014 – Cesme Marina, Turkey
2016 – Marina at Keppel Bay, Singapore

PIANC MEDA 2018
THE CALL SHORTLY WILL BE OUT!
A basis for a Recreational Navigation Infrastructure (RNI) educational network. Course intended to familiarize developers, owners, planners, designers, constructors, managers, and operators with comprehensive marina design. Now enhanced by the «Guidelines for Marina Design» Working Group Reports

Two Formats have been used:
- one-week course (Rome 2013)
- one-day «short course» (PIANC Congress 2014 and SMART Rivers 2016)
PIANC «professionals to professionals» approach

Round table, huge interaction between experts and attendees.
Friendly and productive atmosphere...

Real project examples and case studies
We promote cooperation with various actors within the recreational navigation industry to promote the common goal of effective, safe and sustainable marinas and recreational navigation infrastructure in general. WG Reports and MDTP are key contributions of RecCom to our industry.

PIANC RecCom has signed cooperation agreements with:

RecCom is seeking approval for a cooperation agreement with:
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RecCom communication activities

Presence on Magazines

Sustainability for Marinas Delivers Enhanced Value and Reduced Costs
By Sean Goloth
Marinas operators wrestle with a number of factors when they undertake new construction or positive changes. Instead of a model filled with wetland, a sloped and vegetated shoreline would be added.

Working with Nature
In the wake of Superstorm Sandy, the government made extra money available for the study of planning options for wetlands and businesses like marinas. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers launched an "Engineering for Nature" initiative. Also, more

Presence on Social Networks

follow us!!!
RecCom subsite:
- linked to www.pianc.org
- reachable via reccom.pianc.org
- Continue RecCom Work Group efforts
  - collaboration w/ organizations and Commissions
  - responding to National Section’s interests
- Support other Commission’s activities
  - WG’s, WwN Award, PTG CC
- Implement simplification of MEDA application
- Implement electronic participation in RecCom meetings
Emphasize RecCom Topics in all PIANC Conferences

Organize RecCom meetings, MDTP (short course), and technical visits with PIANC Conferences

Consider regional seminars/workshops on recreational navigation issues, within PIANC Conferences

Advance the concept of “RNI Educational Network”

Complete geographical reach of collaboration with educational organizations – AMI to cover the Americas
Thank you for your attention!

Palermo, Sicily, Italy – Church ‘Santa Maria della Catena’ and the ancient ‘Cala’, now a City Marina